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The University of West Alabama 

          Department of  Languages and Literature 

          Basic Spanish Program SP 101 

 Spring 2016 

 

 

INTRODUCTION 

 

Spanish 102 is an introductory course to the Spanish language and culture. Through the integration of technology in  

this course, and the many other audiovisual resources associated with the course, you will enjoy the benefits of 

increased exposure to authentic input. Moreover, these same sources also serve to complement and expand the 

cultural base of the course. Such technology strives to turn the language classroom into a multimedia classroom as 

well. As a skills-development course, it will require students to learn, practice, and apply knowledge and abilities in 

a way that is different from most other university courses. PRACTICE outside of class and pre-class preparation will 

be essential for the successful completion of this course.  

 

REQUIRED PACKET  

Vistas Introducción a la Lengua Española (4th edition) – Blanco - Donley  

Book Supersite Plus code for online component   

Spanish-English dictionary (for use at home and in class)  

 

(Note: You cannot take the course without the required material. If you do not purchase the required 

material, you will automatically fail the class since there will be no grading done on the part of the instructor, 

if the book is not brought to class every day and the online code is not set up at the required time. No book 

sharing is allowed. No exceptions)  

 

OTHER (FREE) REQUIREMENTS: UWA e-mail account and Blackboard Login 

 

CONTENT: Lessons 1-4 

 

LEARNING OUTCOMES: At the end of the semester, students should be able to:  

1. Demonstrate basic understanding of Spanish-speaking cultures and people.  

2. Demonstrate the ability to communicate well in Spanish with native speakers and classmates on the topics 

covered in class.  

3. Listen and understand basic passages and conversations in Spanish related to chapter topics and vocabulary 

covered in class.  

4. Read and understand basic passages in Spanish related to chapter topics and vocabulary.  

5. Write basic passages in Spanish on the chapter topics and vocabulary covered in class.  

 

GLOBAL OUTCOMES: At the completion of the first year sequence, students are expected to achieve a lower 

intermediate proficiency level (by ACTFL description) in Spanish in both productive (speaking & writing) and 

receptive (listening & reading) skills. In order to accomplish this, class will be in Spanish and students will be 

working individually, in pairs, in mixers and in groups. Students should also gain a greater awareness of the range of 

Hispanic cultures in the world and of some of the cultural behaviors of Spanish-speaking peoples. In more specific 

terms, by the end of the first year, students should demonstrate the following skills:  

 

Linguistic Skills Mastery of basic vocabulary and idiomatic expressions representative of course 

themes  

Productive use of basic grammatical structures  

Sociocultural Skills Appropriate use of Spanish based on situation and context (e.g., basic courtesy 

requirements, requesting information, apologizing, etc.) 

Understanding of conversational routines native to Hispanic cultures  

Discourse Skills Ability to use different discourse tasks (e.g., comparison, description, narration, etc) 

Ability to understand and actively participate in various forms of authentic 

communication (e.g., debate, reports, interviews, dialogues, monologues, surveys, 

spontaneous conversations, games, etc.)  

Strategic Skills Use of techniques that help make up for deficiencies or lapses in other 
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communicative skills (e.g., contextual clues, circumlocution, body language, facial 

expressions, etc.) 

 

This course will also provide a learning experience that focuses on the 5 Cs of the “Standards for Foreign Language 

Learning”: 

1. Communication: Communicating in a language other than English;  

2. Cultures: Gaining knowledge and understanding of other cultures; 

3. Connections: Connecting language study with other disciplines and acquiring information; 

4. Comparisons: Developing insight into the nature of language and culture itself through comparison between one’s 

own language and culture and those of Spanish speakers; 

5. Communities: Participating in multilingual communities at home and around the world. 

 

 
COURSE POLICIES 

 

USE OF SPANISH IN CLASS: The emphasis in this class is on learning Spanish for real-world purposes.  Your 

instructor will speak entirely in Spanish from the first day of class.  You may not understand very much at first, but 

your comprehension will improve as the class progresses.  You may use English but only as a very extreme last 

resort.  You must first try to express yourself in Spanish, after an attempt you may then ask permission in Spanish to 

use English in class.  If the instructor believes that you can ask your question in Spanish, he/she has the right to not 

allow you to use English.  It is very important that you use every opportunity available to practice the vocabulary 

and grammar that you are learning.  You will be doing many pair and small group activities and you are expected to 

participate and use only Spanish.  Grammar, vocabulary, discourse strategies, and familiarity with cultural norms are 

all important parts of communication and must be practiced on a daily basis.   

 

ATTENDANCE 

 

A significant percentage of your grade depends on your daily effort in class.  Skipping classes, failure to hand in 

assignments, and lack of participation in class will lower your final grade. Please note that good test grades alone 

are not sufficient to pass this course.   

 

It is understood that periodically things happen that prevent you from attending class.  Thus, you will be allowed up 

to three (3) unexcused absences before your instructor lowers your final grade by two (2) points every time 

you are absent after those three (3) absences due to excessive unexcused absences. 

   

Also, bear in mind that the three unexcused absences are NOT “free” absences! You lose valuable participation 

points each time you are absent.  Additionally, you will not be allowed to make up any assignment, test, etc., that 

you missed due to an unexcused absence.  

 

Finally, no more than (four) 4 excused absences are allowed in this class. If you exceed the total of seven (7) 

absences, excused or unexcused, you will automatically fail the class. 

 

 

TARDIES: You must be physically present in the classroom for the entire class period each day to receive full 

participation credit. Any day you arrive late or leave early, your instructor will mark you tardy and your daily 

participation grade will be lowered.  Additionally, three (3) tardies will be converted to one (1) unexcused 

absence. Please do not make a habit of arriving late/departing early because it will always have a negative effect on 

your grade.  

 

If a student must leave class early, he/she should explain the need for leaving to the instructor before class starts.  

Failure to do so will result in an unexcused absence.  Any student arriving to class after the class has been in session 

20 minutes will be counted absent for that class period, unless there are extenuating circumstances. 

 

 

DISABILITIES: Reasonable accommodations in accordance with ADA (1993) will be made for course 

participants whose personal characteristics require specific instructional and testing conditions.  Persons with such 

requirements must identify themselves to the instructor at the beginning of the course. 
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ACADEMIC DISHONESTY: Plagiarism and cheating are serious offenses and maybe punished by failure on the 

exam, paper or project; failure of the course; and/or expulsion from the University. 

 

LATE WORK: All work is due on the assigned day.  Failure to turn in work on time will result in a zero. No 

exceptions. 

 

CODE OF STUDENT CONDUCT: All students are expected to behave honorably in academic endeavors. 

Plagiarism or any other form of cheating or violation of the Code of Student Conduct will be dealt with according to 

the disciplinary procedures outlined in the Student Handbook. According to Turnitin.com policy, “In an effort to 

ensure high academic standards, the University of West Alabama (UWA) subscribes to Turnitin.com. Turnitin.com 

is an electronic tool that can be used to educate students and faculty about plagiarism. Furthermore, the use of 

Turnitin.com can help prevent and detect plagiarism.” Furthermore, the policy states 

The University of West Alabama reserves the right to use electronic means to detect and help prevent 

plagiarism. Students agree that by taking this course all course documents are subject to submission to 

Turnitin.com. All materials submitted to Turnitin.com will become source documents in Turnitin.com’s 

restricted access database solely for the purpose of detecting plagiarism in such documents. Students may 

be required by the instructor to individually submit course documents electronically to Turnitin.com. 

 

CONTENT/SCHEDULE CHANGE: The instructional schedule reflects expected class progress in course subject 

matter and is considered tentative.  The schedule is subject to change in content and scope at the instructor’s 

discretion. 

 

ASSESMENT DAY: As part of the university’s plan to assess institutional effectiveness, a day is set aside each 

semester for assessment activities.  Although no day classes meet on this designated day, students are required to 

participate in assessment activities when they are called upon to do so.  See calendar for day. 

COPYRIGHT NOTICE: The Copyright Law of the United States (Title 17 U.S. Code) governs the making of 

photocopies or other reproductions of copyrighted materials, including course textbooks and workbooks.  

The person making the photocopies and reproductions is liable for any infringement.  If you need further 

information on copyright, please see your professor or a reference librarian in the Julia Tutwiler Library.  

 

COLLEGE OF LIBERAL ARTS: H1N1 Syllabus Statement 

In anticipation of a resurgence of the H1N1 virus (swine flu), all College of Liberal Arts faculty, staff, and graduate 

assistants are prepared for the likelihood that many students and faculty may have to be absent from campus due to 

illness. Should extended illness on the part of the instructor or students make such a move necessary, the following 

policies should be observed: 

A. The student should contact the instructor via email to report his or her illness. Likewise, the instructor 

should notify his or her students via email should he or she fall ill.  

 

B. The syllabus for the class will be available in Blackboard. Assignments may be posted there as well if 

necessary. Should it become necessary to post assignments in Blackboard, the instructor will notify the students in 

the class via email. The instructor may also distribute assignments via email rather than through Blackboard. 

Therefore, students should check their email daily and should ensure that their email inboxes are not full to capacity. 

C. Should it become necessary for students to submit assignments while they or the instructor is absent from 

the classroom because of illness, those assignments should be submitted via UWA email to the instructor as a Word 

attachment.    

 

D. In the case of the extended illness of either the student or the instructor, the student should contact the 

instructor via phone or email (preferably the latter) to arrange for make-up work, especially in the case of applied 

music classes, studio art classes, practicums, and internships. 

 

E. The standard attendance policy for the class will be followed. Exceptions will be made only under 

extenuating circumstances such as a significant H1N1 outbreak on campus. 

 

F. Please note the following policy from the Tiger Paw student handbook.  
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COMMUNICABLE DISEASES: Students are responsible for notifying the Office of Student Life and Housing if 

they contract a communicable and/or contagious disease that presents a significant degree of health risk to other 

members of the University community. 

Grade scale 

A= 100-90, B=89-80, C=79-70, D=69-60, F=61-0 
 

GRADE DISTRIBUTION 

 

 Participation    10% 

 Online Activities  

 and Homework                  20% 

 Writings (3) in class    20%  

Oral Interviews (2)              15% 

Exams (4)    20%   

 Final Exam    15%   

      100%   
 

COURSE REQUIREMENTS 

 

1. PARTICIPATION:  Each week your instructor will give you a class participation score.  Your class 

participation grade refers to how much you participate, your attitude toward your fellow classmates and instructor, 

the degree to which you are prepared with assignments, and your attendance.  You are required to participate every 

day. For an unexcused absence you get 0 (zero) in participation for that day. For an excused absent your 

participation grade will reflect an average of the previous day/week. 

 

Please, refrain from using any sort of electronic device (phone, mp3, PDA, etc) during class time without first 

asking the instructor for permission. Remove any accessories (headphones, belt clips, etc.) and store them with your 

electronic devices out of sight until class has been dismissed. Sending/receiving calls and text messages, listening to 

music, and playing electronic games during class are disrespectful and will result in 1(one) in participation for the 

day. See attached criteria for participation grade evaluation.   

 

2. ONLINE ACTIVITIES AND HOMEWORK: These activities are scheduled to be done by the students on 

Tuesdays and Thursdays. The activities are due at 11:59 p.m. of the day scheduled.  These exercises may include 

written, audio, and video activities. You are responsible for completing the appropriate online exercises as you 

progress in the class. No late work will be accepted.  

  You must prepare all necessary material as requested by your instructor  BEFORE class in order to be 

properly prepared for the day's lesson.  This might include quizzes readings or listening comprehension activities as 

well as homework activities.  Additional quizzes may be given at the discretion of the instructor.  Your instructor 

might pick up any of the assigned activities without previous announcement or give pop quizzes.  Absolutely no 

homework will be accepted late. To avoid falling behind, you must study and practice at home.  

  
3.  WRITINGS: These activities focus on process writing and the development of writing skills in Spanish. There 

will be three (3) in-class writings this semester. The topic to be developed will be related to the unit being covered at 

the time.  Each writing is defined as a writing assignment of 10 - 12 sentences that can be distributed in two 

paragraphs. The students will review the grammar and vocabulary of the unit in the previous class.  

 

4. ORAL INTERVIEWS (2): There will be two (2) oral interviews. The purpose of these interviews is to assess 

your ability to communicate in Spanish according to the level of your class and the material covered.  Each 

interview will last approximately 5 minutes, and it will be in pairs. Your partner will be picked randomly. You will 

converse in Spanish with your partner on familiar situations provided by the instructor, having the chance to ask and 

be asked questions. Your instructor may choose to participate in the conversation as well.  

 

5. EXAMS (4) might include a listening, reading, vocabulary, use of Spanish and/or writing sections.  All sections 

will be taken at the lab on the date specified on the calendar.  
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6. FINAL EXAM: The final exam will be an individual final oral interview. The students will have a conversation 

with the instructor on topics familiar to the students. The interview will last around 5-6 minutes. 
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Tentative Calendar Spring 2016 

Sp. 102 

JANUARY 

Monday 11 
Introduction to the 

course. 

Presenting Lesson1 

 

12 Wednesday 13 

 

Lesson 1 

14 Friday 15 

 

Lesson 1 

Monday 18 

  

No classes 

Martin Luther 

King Holiday 

19 Wednesday 20 

 

Lesson 1 

21 

 

 

 

 

Friday 22 

 

Lesson1 

25 

Lesson 1 

26 

 

27 

Lesson 1 

28 

 

       

29 

Lesson 1 

 

 

 

 

FEBRUARY 

Monday 1 

 

Lesson 1 

 

2 

 

      

Wednesday 3 

 

Lesson 1 

4 

 

    

Friday 5 

 

Exam 1 

 

 

 8 

 

Lesson 2 

 

9 

 

     

10 

 

Lesson 2 

11 

 

     

12 

 

Lesson 2 

 

15 

 

Lesson 2 

 

16  17 

 

Lesson 2 

18  19 

 

Lesson 2 

 

 22 

 

Lesson 2 

 

 

23  24 

 

Lesson 2 

 

25  26 

 

Lesson 2 

 

29 

 

Lesson 2 

 

 

MARCH 

Monday  1 Wednesday 2 

 

Lesson 2 

3 

 

 

Friday 4 

Last day to drop the 

course without 

academic penalty 

Exam 2 

Writing 1 

 

7 

 

Lesson 3 

8 9 

 

Oral Interview I 

 

10 11 

Lesson 3 

Last Day of 

Dropping or 

withdrawing w/out 

penalty 
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14 

 

 Lesson 3 

 

 

 

15 16 

 

Lesson  3 

 

17 18 

 

Lesson 3 

21 

 

Lesson 3 

22 

 

23 

 

Lesson 3 

24 25 

 

Oral Interview II 

 

 

28 

 

Spring Break 

 

 

 

 

29 30 

 

Spring Break 

 

31 

 

APRIL 

Monday 

 

 

 

 

 Wednesday  

 

 

 Friday 1 

 

Spring Break 

4 

Exam 3 

Writing 2 
 

5 6 

Lesson 4 

7 8 

Lesson 4 

11 

 

Lesson 4 

 

12 13 

 

Lesson 4 

 

 

14 

 

15 

 

Lesson 4 

18 

Lesson 4 

 

 

19 20 

Lesson 4 

21 22 

Lesson 4 

25 

 

Exam 4 

Writing 3 
 

26 27 

 

Final Oral 

Interview 
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The University of West Alabama 

Department of Languages and Literature 

Basic Spanish Language Program          

   

Evaluation Criteria for Oral Activities             
 

 

Student’s Name: _____________________________  SP__________          Date: ___________________  

 

Assignment: __________________________________________ 

Total: __________ pts.  out of 100  

     -- Spanish 1 2 3 4 Grade: 

Comprehensibility  

 1. Completely comprehensible, very conversational,     25-30 

 2. Mostly comprehensible but with some significant errors, sometimes slow/simple. 20-24 

 3. Mostly incomprehensible.       10-19 

 4. Incomprehensible        0-9 

 

Content 

 1. Well developed ideas, clear, to the point.      25-30 

 2. Ideas mostly well developed, fairly clear and relevant.    20-24 

 3. Ideas not well developed.       10-19 

 4. Not enough to evaluate        0-9 

 

Vocabulary 

 1. Broad in range, precise.       15-20 

                2. Generally adequate for situation.      10-14 

                3. Mostly inaccurate or inadequate.      5-9 

   4. Not enough to evaluate       0-4 

 

Pronunciation 

 1. Generally good, accurate stress.       15-20 

 2. Rather good but with some striking non-Spanish sounds.                                                 10-14 

 3. Generally poor, use of non-Spanish vowels and consonants; incorrect stress.                  5-9 

 4. Not enough to evaluate        0-4 

 

 

 

Comments____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________________________ 
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                                                                            Basic Spanish Language Program 

                   Evaluation Criteria for the Writing Activities 

Name                                                 SP        -                               Date                              Grade            /100 pts. 

Language 

*no errors in the grammar presented in lesson; very few errors in subject/verb or noun/  30-40 

  adjective agreement; work was well edited for language.                                                                               

*occasional errors in use and form of the grammar presented in lesson; occasional errors in 20-29 

  subject/verb or noun/adjective agreement; erroneous use of language does not impede 

  comprehensibility; some editing of language evident but not complete.                                                            

*frequent errors in use and form of the grammar presented in lesson; some errors in subject/ 10-19 

  verb agreement; some errors in noun/adjective agreement; erroneous use of language often 

  impedes comprehensibility; work was poorly edited for language.                                                                       

*abundance of errors in use and form of the grammar presented in lesson; frequent errors in     0-9 

  subject/verb agreement; non-Spanish sentence structure; erroneous use of language makes 

  the work mostly incomprehensible; no evidence of having edited the work for language; or 

  not enough to evaluate. 

Vocabulary           

*broad; impressive, precise, and effective word use/choice; extensive use of words studied. 15-20 

    

*adequate but not impressive; some erroneous word usage or choice, but meaning is not  10-14 

  confused or obscured; some utilization of words studied. 

*erroneous word use or choice leads to confused or obscured meaning; some literal      5-9 

  translations and invented words; limited use of words studied. 

*inadequate; repetitive; incorrect use or non-use of words studied; literal translations;     0-4 

  abundance of invented words or words in English; or not enough to evaluate. 

 

Content (Information Conveyed)  

*very complete information; well-developed ideas; no more can be said; thorough, relevant,  15-20 

  on target.    

*adequate information; some development of ideas; some ideas lack supporting detail or   10-14 

  evidence.  

*limited information; ideas present but not developed; lack of supporting detail or evidence.     5-9 

 

*minimal information; information lacks substance; inappropriate or irrelevant                                    0-4   

  information; not enough information to evaluate. 

Organization 

*logically and effectively ordered from introduction to conclusion; main points and details  15-20  

  flow smoothly and logically; fluent. 

*an apparent order to the content is intended; somewhat choppy, loosely organized but   10-14  

  main points do stand out, although sequencing of ideas is not complete. 

*limited order to the content; lacks logical sequencing of ideas; ineffective ordering; very      5-9  

  choppy, disjointed. 

*series of separate sentences with no transitions; disconnected ideas; no apparent order to      0-4  

  the content; or not enough to evaluate. 
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Criteria for Evaluating Daily Participation* 

 

Absent  Poor    Below Average Average Above Average Excellent 

    0     1      2        3            4        5 

 

* Participation comprises actively using Spanish for pair, group, and individual class work; 

coming to class   prepared with homework completed and the course book; having a positive and 

respectful attitude toward classmates and instructor; paying attention and engaging in class 

activities; contributing toward a positive learning experience for yourself and your fellow 

students.  

 

 

Please read policy on the use of electronic devices during class time in the syllabus. 

 

 
 


